July 04, 2010

Officials that are Responsible, Competent Persons of Integrity (if there are any left in government anywhere):
I have directly informed yours and many respective and pertinent offices that I am an eyewitness and personal
survivor of atrocities being committed within the United States of America. I have personally witnessed and
survived mass‐murdering physicians in the states of Washington and Idaho. I have personally suffered from
police so corrupt that they blackmail women for sex acts rather than arrest them for first degree attempted
homicide like they should. I have told you that an FBI agent threatened to lock me up if I even tried to present
evidence of these atrocities! I have told you I spent all my strength, energy and resources contacting every
agency, medical review board, and governing official on a local, state and federal level, including a personal visit
to the US Prosecutors Office where a prosecutor instead of looking at said evidence decided to mock and insult
me (I have proof of this)! I filed a civil complaint in US District Court and named all executive powers that had
jurisdiction over these matters to make certain they were served (this was after direct notification through USPS
signed return receipt of all named authorities who also sat on their overpaid, corrupt, lazy, apathetic, complicit
asses and did NOTHING) and knew that they were leaving mass murderers and rapists in offices of public trust
and with proof of legal service in my hands; the court dismissed the case before any hearings by alleging no such
service had occurred! Even the Court of Appeals lied on record stating no brief was ever filed when I have copies
of the filed notice and brief as evidence that I did! The Court of Appeals returned my electronic submission on
media in addition to the written one and alleged that they had never received such. I have proof of delivery by
the USPS and return from them in my holdings! In short I have done everything a citizen can do within our
structured system to no avail and daily I have to live with how many others have been tortured and murdered
because of my inability to find even one intelligent, competent professional in government anywhere and
because when you have the duty, the authority, the power, the weapons, the armor and responsibility to make
all necessary arrests without loss of innocent life; including your own; you forced citizens without such blessings
to have to consider taking matters into their own hands to insure public safety! DO YOUR JOBS! Your lazy,
apathetic, ignorant, wicked, evil and corrupt attitudes and actions (or complete lack thereof) are INEXCUSABLE!

After contacting all authorities with any jurisdiction over these matters, every single one of these entities are
either so corrupt, so lazy, so ignorant, so apathetic, or so evil they have without exception all made excuses why
NOT to do their jobs and duties but to leave said mass murderers and rapists, accessories and accomplices loose
in places of public trust that you most definitely have responsibility over! By your apathetic and unprofessional
attitudes you also under law can be held criminally and civilly liable for negligence if not brought up on charges

of accessory and accomplices, aiding and abetting known felony offenders. In fact, the attitudes I have
universally met with in all offices of public trust are so appalling I think you all should be permanently removed
from your positions without pay, benefits, pensions and brought to trial to suffer the same consequences as the
vile filth you are all allowing to run free! Can any of you or any public official anywhere explain to me why you all
don’t deserve the death penalty when you leave mass murderers and sex offenders loose to prey upon innocent
citizens at will when you have the authority and responsibility of your offices to stop them? Can any of you
explain why in gross negligence and extreme violations of your oaths of public office and service in allowing
heinous offenses to be committed against innocent citizens even despite survivors pleas and petitions why you
should not all be brought up on charges of high treason meriting capital punishment for violations of the US
Constitution, Civil Rights, Humanitarian Rights and International Laws?!

If you are unaware of these factual events I am relating and my struggle through personal agony I imagine few
can endure over the past recent years to save others from these wicked persons; or have never heard from me
before then the recommended consequences herein (unless you likewise aid the perpetrators of these atrocities
by your actions or inaction) do not pertain to you and the well deserved insults and intentions toward very
corrupt officials in our government. But be sure of this, their psychological inability to consider that I am telling
the truth about factual events and need their assistance in arresting mass murderers still at large, and sex
offenders still at large and corrupt officials who are for insane reasons obviously covering up these crimes from
public knowledge does not mean you have to join in their apathetic attitudes and lethargic actions. If you, by
your lack of action allow such criminals to remain at large what is to insure the safety of yourselves, your
relations or anyone else you might actually care about?! Your prompt attention to this matter is most seriously
petitioned! I am no longer going to plead with the same authorities for you to get off your lazy, corrupt asses;
you most sorry excuses of humanity, but I am going to tell and show the world all that I have done to secure
their health and safety and all of your replies demonstrating your direct complicity in all these crimes! You will
do your duties in this life and fulfill your oaths or by Almighty God, I will stand; along with all other victims of
these heinous atrocities you allowed to go on, in the white throne judgment with God and Christ and remind He
who holds the keys to Paradise and Hell, why there is NO WAY you should hold any position of power and
authority now and in eternity and why you should most definitely burn with the murderers and rapists you did
NOTHING to stop when surviving victims did EVERYTHING!
Signed under penalty of perjury.
Sincerely and without any respect for you all deserve NONE!

Michael Swenson; 208‐290‐2514
P.O. Box 3377; Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816

